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To All 
 
You are receiving four more tranches of information regarding COVID-19, mRNA 
genetic shots, masking, etc. - TRANCHES 12, 13, 14, and 15. This is 
all extremely important, up to date information. The disaster of the COVID-19 panicked 
response is increasingly coming into focus as data/information from around the world 
pours in.  
 
It is never a smart look to jump to conclusions based upon bogus information and 
assumptions, and that is exactly what Oregon has done. You were played by the 
Medical Industrial Complex, in particular Big Pharma. Oregon "government", ignoring all 
common sense and logical thinking, while marginalizing and destroying individuals who 
disagreed or questioned their narrative, pushed an EXPERIMENTAL medical treatment 
that had never been tested on humans, but in the minimal number of animal 
experiments was disastrous. Oregon officials had, and still have, no idea what 
ingredients are in these EXPERIMENTAL genetic shots. Without hesitation it seems, 
Oregon bureaucrats pushed them upon Oregonians anyways. When Oregonians 
voluntary taking the shots didn't work as well as expected, Oregon bureaucrats had to 
resort to bribery with doughnuts, a lottery, marijuana, etc., to entice and cajole the public 
into taking these EXPERIMENTAL genetic shots. When that didn't work as planned, 
Oregonian's jobs and livelihoods were threatened. Some of you were of the opinion that 
those who refused the shots, for whatever reason, should have no access to medical 
care, groceries, and school, some going as far as wanting those who declined the 
genetic mRNA shots jailed. Like I've already said, jumping to conclusions is never a 
good look, especially with the marked increase in morbidity and mortality that has 
occurred since these EXPERIMENTAL genetic mRNA shots were cavalierly foisted 
upon the public.  
 
Tranche 12 contains very important articles and papers...literal gamechangers. Pay 
particular attention to Attachment #25, because if you don't make a 180 degree change 
of course in your policy, this is the future you have to look forward to.  
 
Pay close attention to all this information. There will not be a final exam, but you will be 
held legally responsible for its content because you are now "in the loop". You have 
now received 15 tranches of scientific information - use it wisely. Your receipt of these 
tranches is carefully documented.  
 
With the information I have provided, you are now aware of the horrid repercussions of 
your unfortunate decisions...decisions you need to reverse immediately for the good of  
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the men, women and children on Oregon. If you all don't start making some rational, 
SCIENCE BASED, medical and societal decisions, there will be class action suits - no 
doubt in my mind.  
 
You have tons of information, so use it wisely. And please contact me with questions, 
more information, etc. So far, I have received no contact from any of you. No, "Thanks 
for the information.". Not even an email acknowledging receipt of the incredible 
information you have been sent free of charge. That's disrespectful. 
  
 
Respectfully 
Eric Dover, MD 
eadovermd@gmail.com 
 
cc: Governor Tina Kotek 
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